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THREAD. So I debated whether to write this thread -- it
occurred to me as I was preparing for my online class on
Disinformation & Democracy -- but it seemed too hokie so
I dismissed it. But this tweet from @jbf1755 seems like a
sign so here goes:

Joanne Freeman
@jbf1755

You know that thing—where you’re alone in a big crowd laughing 
aloud—w/gusto—& the stranger next to you turns to you as 
you’re both laughing —just to share the laugh—& people are 
doing that all over the room—& you think to yourself:  Humanity! 
 
Just had that. 
A good thing.
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See Joanne Freeman's other Tweets

2. A week ago, before the Trump "send them back" hijack of our news cycle, I had

posted this thread, as an example of civic responsibility, and of "bridging" social

capital. Many people asked how we can create more bridging in our current climate.

Asha Rangappa
@AshaRangappa_

THREAD. I’ve watched this clip over and over, trying to figure out 
why I love it. I think it’s because it embodies something that I talk 
about Disinformation & Democracy class, and in my talks to 
various groups — it’s the idea of “generalized reciprocity,” or 
social trust twitter.com/GarethNYC/stat…

Gareth Smith @GarethNYC
For the last 45 minutes this man has kept the intersection alive. 
@CoreyinNYC @BilldeBlasio this is New York
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2,744 people are talking about this

3. This is something I've been thinking about over the past year. And my mind tends

to go to "big" things, like some grand civic gathering or production. And as I was

thinking about this, riding the Amtrak back from Philly last week, I had a fun

experience with a total stranger

4. So a guy sat next to me, and he took out his volume of War & Peace to read. After a

moment's hesitation, I pointed to it and said I had started reading it 5x but could

never finish bc I'd put it down and every time I restarted I forgot who everyone was

and had to start over

5. We ended up chatting -- about Anna Karenina (which I have read!), tips on

finishing W&P, and he asked what I was reading (@cdivakaruni it was your book 😀)

so we talked about the Mahabharata, which he didn't know about, he took down the

author's name. Lasted about 10 min.

6. What was important about this exchange are two things. First, *our* chatting

affected the guy across from us. At one point the conductor made an announcement

about people being on the wrong train, and he made a joke to us, and we laughed

7. And, more importantly, it affected *my* mood. I felt better. About the world, about

people generally. I put down my phone and read for the rest of the ride. When I got

off, book guy got up and helped me with my luggage. Joke guy said bye. People in

general looked cute and nice

As a point of reference, here is where we are on social trust right now. In answering

the question, “Can most people be trusted?” we are at the lowest point since 1972
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9. So it occurred to me, what if there was some "30 Day Connection Challenge,"

where people committed to just interacting with a complete stranger for 1, 3, 5

minutes? It seems small, and insignificant, but what if it was consistently multiplied

each day, 2m times?

10. If you're like me, you do this occasionally, but not as a consistent practice. And to

be clear, I'm not saying give out your phone number or be pen pals -- DO NOT GIVE

OUT YOUR PASSWORDS OR CREDIT CARD INFO -- just chat w someone you don't

know and will never see again

11. I'm interested in how people feel, if they take this up. Do you feel more positive

about your fellow citizens? Do you put down your phone longer? Feel less agitated

about the stuff you read on Twitter, or watch on the news? Share your stories (I need

a hashtag) so I can RT
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